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Stirling Council 
Date of 
Meeting:  3 October 2019  

Not Exempt 

Joint Strategic Inspection (Adults) – Improvement Plan 
– Progress Report

Purpose & Summary 

At the meeting of Adult Social Care Panel on 5 February 2019, the Panel requested a 
report that would provide updates on the outcome of the Joint Inspection (Adults) of the 
effectiveness of the arrangements for strategic planning in the Health and Social Care 
Partnership.  It also presents the updated improvement actions for the consideration of the 
Council, who are one of the constituent authorities of the Partnership. 

Recommendations 

Council is asked to: 

1. note the updated improvement actions as at September 2019, which are subject to
review with the Lead Inspector [Appendix 1]; and

2. the proposal, agreed by the Integration Joint Board at its meeting on 25 September
2019,  to review the updated actions required to deliver the improvement
recommendations arising from the Joint Inspection and delivery of the Strategic
Commissioning Plan.

Resource Implications 

There are no resource implications directly arising from the content of this report. 



Legal & Risk Implications and Mitigation 

The mitigation actions are described within the updated improvement actions laid out 
within Appendix 1. 

1. Background 

1.1. The Joint Inspection took place between January and June 2018, with the final 
report published on 13 November 2018.  Healthcare Improvement Scotland and the 
Care Inspectorate, who led the Inspection, prepared the report. 

1.2. The purpose of the Inspection was to help the Integration Authority answer the 
question: “How well do we plan and commission services to achieve better 
outcomes for people?” 

1.3. This Inspection process and methodology acknowledges the early stage of both the 
integration journey and the potential for further adjustments to be made to the 
process as the joint inspection teams move through the remaining programme of 
Joint Inspections (Adults) across Scotland. 

1.4. The areas of focus for the inspection were the following Quality Indicators –  

1.5. Quality Indicator 9 has not been fully evaluated – that is, this area has not been 
given a formal grading but is the subject of commentary in section 4, pp 35-36 of 
the final report.  While leadership has not been evaluated within this Inspection it is 
likely to be evaluated in all future Inspections.  

1.6. The report for this Partnership acknowledges the early stage of the integration 
journey but seeks to establish progress towards the establishment of effective, 
efficient and integrated services, which are likely to have an impact on people’s 
experience of services and outcomes over time. 

1.7. The detail of the Inspection is contained in sections 2-3.  The summary at section 4 
contains the Quality Indicators and evaluation. 

1.8. The key performance outcomes are evaluated as ‘Good’.  Using the 6 - point scale 
the evaluation of ‘Good’, means that there are important strengths, with some areas 
for improvement.  Quality Indicator 6 is evaluated as ‘Adequate’ – this means that 
strengths just outweigh weaknesses or areas for improvement. 



1.9. At the meeting of the Adult Social Care Panel on 5 February 2019, the Panel 
requested a report be submitted to a Meeting of Stirling Council with an update 
following the Joint Inspection (Adults) report (of November 2018). 

2. Considerations 
2.1 The Inspection took place between January and June 2018 and following any 

inspection process there is a requirement for an improvement plan.  The original 
improvement actions have been discussed and reviewed with the Lead Inspector 
and the Partnership’s Strategic Link Inspector.  Since the end of the period of 
Inspection there have been a number of areas of significant further development. 

 
2.2 The improvement plan highlights work to date.  In terms of areas for development 

there is a particular focus on work with housing services; locality planning and the 
linked delegation of operational services into the Health and Social Care 
Partnership.  Key achievements include the publication of the Strategic 
Commissioning Plan 2019-22 and step into the Bellfield Centre on the Health and 
Care Village site. Progress has been made on the Housing Contribution statement. 

2.3 At the meeting on the 25 September 2019, the Integration Joint Board discussed 
and noted progress on the improvement plan and actions. 
 

3. Implications 

Equalities Impact 

3.1. The contents of this report were assessed under the Council’s Equality Impact 
Assessment process.  It was determined that an Equality Impact Assessment was 
not required as it is reporting findings from a formal Inspection.  

 
Fairer Scotland Duty 

3.2  In preparing the contents of this report, in terms of the Fairer Scotland Duty, due 
regard has been given to reducing inequalities of outcome caused by socio-
economic disadvantage, and any such impacts in respect of the proposals set out 
in this report are contained in the EqIA Relevance Check.   

Sustainability and Environmental 

3.3. Not relevant. 

Other Policy Implications 

3.4. Not relevant. 

Consultations 

3.5. The respective leadership groups of the constituent authorities; the Joint 
Management Team and the clinical and care governance group.  Content has been 
approved by the Integration Joint Board in terms of the draft improvement plan.   

 

 



4. Background Papers 

4.1 Joint Inspection (Adults).  The effectiveness of strategic planning in the 
Clackmannanshire and Stirling Partnership.  November 2018. 

4.2 Adult Social Care Panel, 5 February 2019 - Joint Inspection (Adults) – The 
Effectiveness of Strategic Planning in the Clackmannanshire & Stirling Partnership 
(Report & Minutes). 

4.3 EqIA Relevance Check.  

5. Appendices 

5.1 Appendix 1 - Updated Improvement Actions. 
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Email Address : valentem@stirling.gov.uk 
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Approved by: 
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Councillor Christine Simpson 
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Wards affected:  Not relevant 

Key Priorities: A - We will look after all of our citizens, from early years 
through to adulthood, by providing quality education 
and social care services, to allow everybody to lead 
their lives to their full potential  

Key Priority Considerations:  

Stirling Plan Priority Outcomes: 
(Local Outcomes Improvement Plan) 

Healthy - People are healthy and live active, full and 
positive lives within supportive communities 

 


